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Keeping up Appearances
Evaluations of Imperial (In)Visibility in Late Antiquity
Martijn Icks (Amsterdam)
As Roman authors knew, there was something sinister about emperors who hid from
their subjects. The long history of the Principate provides no better example than Tiberius, who spent the last years of his reign withdrawn on the island of Capri. Tacitus
attributed the emperor’s departure from Rome to the growing influence of his righthand man Sejanus, but admitted that “I am often tempted to doubt whether [his isolation] could not with greater truth be ascribed to an impulse of his own, to find an
inconspicuous home for the cruelty and lust which his acts proclaimed to the world.”1
Rumours abounded about the old man’s depravities and excesses in his remote dwelling. As Suetonius has it, Tiberius’s bedrooms were decorated with erotic paintings
and sculpture, while boys and girls peopled the woods dressed up as little Pans and
nymphs. In this secluded environment, the emperor could finally discard his public
mask: “Having gained the license of privacy, and being as it were out of sight of the
citizens, he at last gave free rein at once to all the vices which he had for a long time
ill-concealed.” Tacitus likewise stressed Tiberius’s fervent desire to get out of the public’s eye, remarking that “he resorted (…) to the rocks and the solitude of the sea, in
shame at the sins and lusts whose uncontrollable fires had so inflamed him.”2
A proper princeps was not afraid to show himself and to make himself available to his
subjects, especially to his fellow senators. Pliny, in his panegyric on Trajan, praised the
emperor for “awaiting and receiving everyone in person” during his daily audiences,
noting how eager the senators were to spend time in his presence.3 One of the most
evocative passages in the speech contrasts Trajan’s exemplary behaviour to that of
Domitian:

1
2
3

Tac. Ann. 4.57: locis occultantem.
Suet. Tib. 43; 42.1; Tac. Ann. 6.1: saxa rursum et solitudinem maris repetiit pudore scelerum et libidinum
quibus adeo indomitis exarserat. Tacitus also suggests another motive for Tiberius to hide from his
subjects, namely his unappetizing appearance in old age (Ann. 4.57).
Plin. Pan. 48.1–3.
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We stay behind to linger on as if in a home we share, though this is the place where recently that fearful monster built his defences with untold terrors, where lurking in his den
he licked up the blood of his murdered relatives [quum velut quodam specu inclusa, nunc
propinquorum sanguinem lamberet] or emerged to plot the massacre and destruction of his
most distinguished subjects. Menaces and horror were the sentinels at his doors, and the
fears alike of admission and rejection; then himself in person, dreadful to see and to meet,
with arrogance on his brow and fury in his eye, a womanish pallor spread over his body
but a deep flush to match the shameless expression on his face. None dared approach him,
none dared speak; always he sought darkness and mystery [tenebras semper secretumque
captantem], and only emerged from the desert of his solitude to create another. (Plin. Pan.
48.3–5)

According to Pliny, Domitian’s repulsive appearance and frightful gaze clearly marked
him as a tyrant. The fact that he preferred darkness to light strongly suggests that his
behaviour would not stand up to public scrutiny. Yet secluded emperors such as Tiberius and Domitian were still considered exceptional during the Principate. Just like
“good” rulers, Caligula, Nero, Commodus and other notorious tyrants were said to
appear regularly in public. In fact, many of their most reviled acts – such as Nero’s performances as an actor and singer, Commodus’s performances as a gladiator, or Elagabalus’s extravagant religious ceremonies – took place before an audience of hundreds or
thousands.4 Only in Late Antiquity did the invisibility and inaccessibility of emperors
come to be regarded as structural features of Roman rule. From Sulpicius Alexander
in the late fourth century onwards,5 authors and orators developed the topos of the
princeps clausus to describe rulers who spent their time in splendid isolation in their
lavish palaces, cut off from the outside world and surrounded by unctuous eunuchs
who whispered in their ears.6
Tropes such as these can tell us a lot about the way imperial visibility and accessibility were valued in Late Antiquity. As I will briefly discuss in the next section, this period
saw important changes in the nature of the emperor’s role. Active, outgoing military
leadership in the tradition of Trajan and the soldier-emperors increasingly gave way to
a sedentary, ceremonious style of rule. It is my aim to examine if we can detect a similar
shift in elite expectations of the way emperors should appear and behave in public.

4
5

6

Nero: Suet. Ner. 20.1–25.2; Cass. Dio 62(61).20.1–21.2; 62(63).8.1–20.2. Commodus: Cass. Dio
73(72).17.1–21.3; SHA Comm. 11.10–12; 15.3–6. Elagabalus: Hdn. 5.5.8–10.
Preserved in Gregory of Tours, Historia Francorum 2.9: “Valentinian [II] the emperor was shut up
in Vienne in the palace [Clauso apud Viennam palatii aedibus principe Valentiniano], and reduced
almost below the position of a private person.” While Sulpicius coined the term princeps clausus, it
is clear that Valentinian’s seclusion is involuntary.
Icks 2017; see also Stroheker 1970; Chastagnol 1985; Kolb 1987.
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Emperors in Late Antiquity
One of the most evocative depictions of a secluded emperor can be found in Synesius’s
De regno, a speech allegedly held before Arcadius, although the speaker’s bluntness
makes it more likely that he was in fact addressing a group of courtiers who shared his
ideas on good rulership. Synesius contemptuously described Arcadius as a man living
in a golden cage, dressed as splendorous as a peacock, but hiding from public view.7 As
is typical for a princeps clausus, he does not show himself to the people he rules over,
nor does he allow them access to the palace to interact with him in person. Instead of
taking an active role in government or leading his troops in the field, he prefers to while
away the time in idle luxury, apparently oblivious to the needs of his subjects.
Such sentiments should be regarded against the backdrop of changes in imperial
rule that took place in the fourth and fifth centuries. Starting with Gratian and particularly Valentinian II, a new, more passive kind of emperorship developed in the West.
Both rulers had been elevated to imperial rank at an early age and never managed to
become strong authorities in their own right, but were dominated by committees and,
later, powerful military figures, such as Arbogast. The long reigns of Honorius and
Valentinian III saw the consolidation of a symbiotic relationship between the emperor
and his strong right-hand man, with the latter (Stilicho, Constantius III, Aetius) taking
a proactive part in political and military matters, while the former was mostly reduced
to a ceremonial and religious role.8 Meaghan McEvoy has dubbed this development
the “infantilization of the imperial office,” since even as adults these emperors continued to be treated as minors, incapable of waging war and taking on a leading role
in government.9 In the East, Arcadius and Theodosius II were likewise dominated by
powerful individuals, although in their cases these tended to be non-military figures,
such as the courtiers Rufinus and Eutropius, and the empress Pulcheria. Like their
Western counterparts, these emperors did not wage war in person and spent most of
their days in the capital, at the centre of a highly ritualized court.10
That is not to say that emperors were indeed as remote and secluded as Synesius and
like-minded critics suggest. Rene Pfeilschifter has argued that late antique rulers were
still dependent on the support of their subjects; support that could not be won by hiding
in the shadows. Emperors such as Arcadius and Theodosius II still partook in public ceremonies in Constantinople and interacted with key groups in the palace, the hippodrome

7
8
9
10

Syn. De regno 11.2; 5. See Cameron and Long (1993, 127–133) for Synesius’s audience. The counterarguments professed by Hagl (1997, 76–82), who holds that the speech was held before Arcadius,
have been convincingly refuted by Lenski 1998.
McEvoy 2013, 305–329.
McEvoy 2013, 322.
See Pfeilschifter (2013) for the emperor’s new role as a sedentary monarch in Constantinople.
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and other locations.11 We can assume the same was true for the emperors of the West,
even though many of them held court in smaller cities like Vienne, Milan and Ravenna. Honorius, for example, paid several visits to Rome in the course of his reign, during
which he partook in triumphal processions and circus games, interacting with the Roman people and senate.12 Like other topoi, we should not take the image of the princeps
clausus too literally, yet its frequent occurrence in late antique sources suggests that it
reflects genuine concerns about the changing nature of imperial rule. As such, it warrants
closer scrutiny.
How, then, was imperial visibility conceived in the works of orators and authors
from the fourth and fifth centuries? To what extent did they expect their rulers to be
visible in public and what did it signify to them if they were not? What were the right
and wrong ways for an emperor to be publicly visible? In this article, I will only concern myself with evaluations expressed in panegyric speeches and literary works, and
hence with the views of the educated elite who produced and read out these texts.
From their comments, I will not try to reconstruct how late antique emperors actually appeared and conducted themselves in public, but how these orators and authors
thought they should appear and should conduct themselves. After a brief sketch of the
relation between visibility and power in Roman discourse, I will focus on three crucial
aspects of imperial visibility in Late Antiquity: the awe-inspiring nature of the emperor’s appearance (or his failure to inspire awe); his closeness to his subjects (or his
distance from them); and his exemplary conduct (or lack thereof). I will not usually
make a distinction between pagan and Christian emperors, nor between pagan and
Christian authors, as Christianity rarely appears to have been a decisive factor in evaluations of imperial visibility during the fourth and fifth centuries.
The power of visibility
Before turning to the aforementioned questions, we should consider how the Romans
related “seeing” and “being seen” to notions of power and dominance. Holt Parker
has drawn attention to a paradox in Roman thinking. On the one hand, power had
to be displayed through public appearances. Someone’s personal attire, the size of
their retinue and even their place in public space all served as reminders of their position at the top of the social and political hierarchy. On the other hand, people who
exposed themselves to the public gaze also gave themselves up for public judgment.
The verdict might well turn out negative, thus making them vulnerable to attacks.13
11
12
13

Pfeilschifter 2013, 76–122. See Icks (2014) for Arcadius’s and Honorius’s continued reliance on the
acceptance by their subjects.
See Lejdegård (2002) for Honorius’s relationship with the city of Rome.
Parker 1999, 167–168.
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Looking at someone was associated with dominance and penetration, notions with
definite masculine connotations. Being looked at, in contrast, meant being reduced to
a submissive, “feminine” position.14 For this reason, people who made a “spectacle” of
themselves, putting their bodies on display for the pleasure of others, such as actors,
gladiators and prostitutes, enjoyed low social status.15 The only way a member of the
Roman elite could solve this paradox was to be in control of their self-presentation; to
be “the giver of images, never the object of others’ interpretation.”16
Most emperors of the Principate appear to have been acutely aware of the need to
be seen by their subjects. Public ceremonies such as triumphs and sacrifices allowed
the ruler to display himself to large crowds. Particularly important were imperial appearances in the theatre, amphitheatre and circus, since these did not only show the
emperor occupying his rightful place at the top of the social pyramid, but also allowed
the plebs to interact with him, making requests or uttering their opinions through
speaking choirs.17 This underlines that the issue at stake was not just visibility, but also
accessibility: emperors had to be available to their subjects. However, they had to take
care to be seen in the right circumstances and exhibiting the right sort of behaviour.18
As has been mentioned, Nero and Commodus received much scorn for their public performances as an actor and a gladiator, respectively. Yet while their actions were
condemned by the literary elite, the responses of other groups, such as the Roman
plebs, provincials or soldiers, may have been much more favourable.19 There was no
single golden standard of “proper” imperial behaviour, even though the nature of our
evidence privileges elite viewpoints over those of others. When emperors appeared in
public, they were judged by a great variety of groups and individuals, all of whom had
their own, sometimes contradictory, values and expectations.
Considering the vulnerability associated with exposure to the gaze of others, some
rulers may have considered it an attractive option to keep their visibility limited to a
minimum. As Olivier Hekster points out, hiding from public view could make an emperor more powerful, albeit not necessarily in a way his subjects much liked. After all,
an invisible emperor could not be controlled by the public gaze, as Tiberius seems to
have realized all too well. What is more, by remaining hidden a ruler could be watching
anyone at any time. His gaze therefore became almost god-like: unseen and all-seeing.
This leads us to a second paradox, namely that imperial invisibility may have been, in

14
15
16
17
18
19

Parker 1999, 164–166. For more in-depth explorations of the significance of the gaze in Roman
culture, see Fredrick 2002 and Bartsch 2006.
See Edwards (1997) for infames displaying their bodies.
Parker 1999, 168.
Hekster 2005, 162–163. See Cass. Dio 76.4 for a good example of a speaking choir in the circus.
Hekster 2005, 169–170.
For Nero’s and Commodus’s performances as deliberate strategies of self-representation, see Griffin 1984, 160–163; Morford 1985; Edwards 1994; Champlin 2003; Hekster 2002.
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Hekster’s words, “a very royal kind of image.”20 It is this notion that fuelled a lot of the
writing on imperial (in)visibility in Late Antiquity, when critical authors voiced concern that emperors deliberately kept out of sight of their subjects and refused to make
themselves available to them. In the following sections, we will explore how the public appearances of late antique emperors were valued – and whether these evaluations
constitute a shift in values when compared to the Principate.
Splendid appearances
In Late Antiquity, seeing the emperor with one’s own eyes appears to have lost none
of its appeal. If anything, it had become an even more overwhelming experience – or
at least was often presented as such by Greco-Roman orators and authors. As Pacatus
exclaimed in his AD 389 panegyric in honour of Theodosius:
What marvellous tales shall I have to tell to the cities of Gaul upon my return! What
crowds of admiring people, how great an audience, shall surround me when I say: “I have
seen Rome; I have seen Theodosius; and I have seen both together [Romam vidi, Theodosium vidi, et utrumque simul vidi]; I have seen the father of the ruler himself, I have seen the
avenger of the ruler; I have seen the restorer of the ruler!”21 (Pan. Lat. 2(12).47.5)

The orator goes into some detail about the sensation that Theodosius’s appearance
caused in the city of Emona, describing the joyous crowds that poured out of the houses and blocked the streets. Other late antique panegyrists likewise emphasized the
multitudes that flocked together to lay eyes on the emperor. Constantine was astonished by the size of the crowd that greeted him on his arrival in Autun, an anonymous
orator assures us, while another orator counted Britain “fortunate and happier now
than all lands” because it was the first to see Constantine as Caesar.22 Claudian vividly
describes to what heights of enthusiasm the people were stirred by the entries of Honorius: when the purple-born boy first made an appearance in Milan with his father in
AD 394, the old and the young struggled for places to catch a glimpse of him, while
during his AD 403/4 visit to Rome “the ground seethed with men, the lofty buildings
were aglow with women.” Even the goddess Roma herself is granted a speaking part
in the oration, expressing how she aches to be reunited with her son after his long ab-

20
21
22

Hekster 2005, 161–162, 171.
The three rulers Pacatus is referring to are Honorius, Gratian and Valentinian II, respectively.
Pan. Lat. 2(12).37.3–4; 5(8).8.1; 6(7).9.1: fortunata et nunc omnibus beatior. When Diocletian and
Maximian travelled to Milan, even the beasts allegedly flocked to see them: Pan. Lat. 11(3).10.5.
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sence: “Too long, my emperor, have I, thy mother, borne in silence the hurt thy refusal
to return hath done me.”23
Sabine MacCormack has drawn attention to the fact that late antique panegyric was closely intertwined with the ceremonial occasions on which it was delivered,
often providing meaningful descriptions of ceremonious events. In this framework,
the emphasis on the eagerness of the masses to see the emperor came to signify their
wholehearted consent to his rule.24 An imperial adventus may well have triggered the
public ecstasy described in panegyric; more to the point for our purposes, it was the
reaction panegyrists deemed fitting for those witnessing the ritual entry of a legitimate emperor. The focus on ceremony also explains why panegyric often devotes so
much attention to the emperor’s physical appearance. “What raiment, too have we not
seen, what miracles of splendour,” Claudian exclaimed, recounting how Honorius was
borne aloft on the shoulders of his soldiers. “‘Tis thus that Egypt brings forth her gods
to the public gaze.”25
The comparison is telling. In tetrarchic speeches, the appearance of the emperor
had typically been described in terms of an epiphany. He had been a deus praesens,
a god who could be seen and interacted with.26 Due to the advancement of Christianity, this theme became less prominent in later fourth- and fifth-century panegyric,
but it did not vanish completely: even a man whose request was denied by the emperor, Pacatus remarked in his speech to Theodosius, would still leave “with the consciousness of having seen the divinity.” Likewise, Claudian wondered whether anyone
could behold Theodosius and Honorius riding in triumph without thinking that he
saw “the morning-star together with the rosy sun, or the Thunderer shine in concert
with Bacchus.”27 Evidently, such praise was meant to underline the imperial majesty. At
the same time, it implied that the emperor was not a mundane sight: seeing him was
a privilege, something to revel in and be thankful for. After all, the gods did not manifest themselves among the people on a daily basis. Even Claudian’s Egyptian statues
would only be trotted out in the open on certain occasions, after which they would be
returned to their temples.28

23
24
25
26
27
28

Claud. III. cons. 126–130; VI. cons. 545–546: undare videres ima viris, altas effulgere matribus aedes;
361–365. For the identification of the unspecified urbem (129) in the first speech with Milan, see
Cameron 1970, 41–42; Lejdegård 2002, 51.
MacCormack 1981, 6–8, 46–48. Nowhere does this become more apparent than in Claudian’s
speech in honour of Honorius’s sixth consulate (AD 404), where he claims that “the echoes of
Rome’s seven hills repeat as with one voice the name of Honorius” (616–617).
Claud. IV. cons. 565–571.
MacCormack 1981, 23–25. See for instance Pan. Lat. 11(3).10.4–11.5.
Pan. Lat.2(12).21.2: visi numinis conscientiam; Claud. III. cons. 131–132.
But see also note 36. The imperial palace was indeed often described as a sanctuary in Late Antiquity; see for instance Pan. Lat. 11(3).11.1–3. Further references in Nixon and Rogers 1994, 96, n. 66.
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The splendorous, godlike appearances of emperors in late antique panegyric seem
far removed from Augustus’s ideal of the modest princeps. However, not everyone was
fond of this exalted imperial style. Synesius of Cyrene complained to Arcadius that
“for you the pavement is insupportable, nor may you walk about on earth in its natural
state, but gold-dust must be sprinkled upon it, which your wagons and merchantmen
bring you from far-away continents.”29 He inquired rhetorically whether the state of
the Empire had improved since emperors had started to wear luxurious garments, or
whether things had been better when they still led armies in the field, “blackened by
the sun,” and behaved themselves “in all other respects simply and artlessly.” As an
example, he referred to the gruff soldier emperor Carinus, who had allegedly not been
shy to display his bald head to a Parthian embassy and had so intimidated the ambassadors that the Parthian king, “he of the tiara and robes,” had been eager to yield
to “one in a simple woollen tunic and cap.” Although several details are erroneous,
the anecdote clearly expresses Synesius’s desire for a down-to-earth, unceremonious
emperorship.30 The Historia Augusta likewise objected to emperors who spurned the
modest style of their ancestors, complaining that Gallienus would not appear in Rome
in the customary toga, but in “a purple cloak with jewelled and golden clasps” and “a
man’s tunic of purple and gold and provided with sleeves.” Elagabalus was just as bad,
wearing a jewelled diadem in the palace and refusing to touch unwashed linen. Allegedly, he had been the first Roman to wear clothes completely made of silk.31
Although few authors went as far as Synesius in their criticism, they did point out
that a splendorous appearance was not enough to make someone an emperor.32 At
the same time, unworthy pretenders were often signalled by a lack of proper attributes in late antique literature; most notably the purple paludamentum. A good example
is Procopius, the usurper who rose against Valens in AD 365. Ammianus Marcellinus
gives a scathing description of the would-be emperor’s attire on the occasion of his
investiture, noting how he was dressed in a gold-embroidered tunic, since there was no
purple mantle at hand, and “from foot to waist … looked like a page in the service of
the palace,” wearing purple shoes and bearing a lance and a piece of purple cloth, “just
as sometimes on the stage you might think that a splendidly decorated figure was suddenly made to appear as the curtain was raised.”33 Procopius, in short, was a laughing
stock, a man whose splendid, but ridiculous dress immediately betrayed him as an impostor. Synesius likewise associated Arcadius with the stage, hinting that the lavishly
dressed youth would only be playing at being emperor until he dismissed “that which
29
30
31
32
33

Syn. De regno 11.4.
Syn. De regno 11.5; 12.4–7. Late antique emperors would have been fighting Persians, not Parthians.
The story may originally have referred to Carus, since Carinus never fought the Persians.
SHA Gall.16.4; Heliogab. 23.5; 26.1.
See for instance Pan. Lat. 10(1).3.1–4; Them. Or.1.11c–d.
Amm. Marc. 26.6.15: ut in theatrali scaena simulacrum quoddam insigne (…) subito putares emersum.
See Icks (2012) for mocking descriptions of late antique investitures.
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is merely outward appearance and sham.”34 Ironically, it was exactly their attempts to
boost their prestige through the wearing of luxurious clothing that caused these rulers
to be associated with the lowliest creatures in the social hierarchy – those who made a
spectacle of themselves. In the eyes of Synesius and like-minded critics, true emperors
should be defined by their deeds, not by their splendorous appearance.
Closeness to the people
Imperial visibility was not only celebrated in terms of monarchical majesty and public
adoration in Late Antiquity. Just as emperors from the Principate had been expected
to show themselves in public on a regular basis to affirm their close bond with the
populus Romanus, Pacatus could praise Theodosius because “you frequently emerge
and you show yourself to the waiting people, and being willing not only to let yourself
be seen, but to be approached readily, you listen to the entreaties of your subjects at
close quarters.” Contrary to what we have seen before, emphasis here is not put on the
exclusiveness of seeing the emperor, but on the high frequency of his appearances; in
fact, Pacatus boasted that “our Emperor offers himself to the gaze of all, and one can
see him as often as one can the daylight and sun.”35 As the passage makes clear, imperial
visibility remained closely linked to accessibility. Later in the speech, the panegyrist
elaborates on the theme:
But what took place in Rome; the impression you made on the day you first entered the
city; how you behaved in the Senate house and on the rostra; now in a chariot, now on
foot, distinguished in either mode of progress, triumphant now in war, now over pride
[nunc de bellis, nunc de superbia triumpharis]; how you showed yourself to all as a ruler, to
individuals as a senator; how in your frequent and unpretentious public appearances [crebro civilique progressu] you not only visited public buildings, but hallowed with your divine
footsteps private dwellings as well [privatas quoque aedes divinis vestigiis], all the safer, with
your military guard removed, for the vigilance of a devoted people, let all these be praised
by the tongues and voices of these men, of these men, I say, who on the subject of common
joys will surely be able to extol more worthily what is most outstanding, and more justly
what is especially theirs. (Pan. Lat. 2(12).47.3–4)

It is interesting how Pacatus can speak about the emperor in divine terms while at the
same time stressing his humility and unpretentiousness. Claudian did so as well when
he described Theodosius’s and Honorius’s AD 389 visit to Rome, remarking that “never in all his life did Theodosius, best of all the gods, better deserve our love than when,
34
35

Syn. De regno 12.1: τὸ φαινόμενόν τε καὶ ἐπιποίητον. See also 11.7.
Pan. Lat. 2(12).21.2: creber egressu exspectantibus populis te fateris, nec videri modo patiens sed facilis
adiri; 21.5: nec magis communem hunc diem atque solem quam nostrum imperatorem videri licet.
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triumphant over all his foes, he came with thee to Rome to sojourn within its walls,
and there, following the example of the noblest emperors, lived as a simple citizen,”
adding that the emperor was “as ready to lay aside his rank and visit the homes of the
poor as to enter the palaces of the noble.”36 Good emperors, then, did not let their dignified position stand in the way of interacting with even the humblest of their subjects.
In his AD 321 panegyric, Nazarius favourably compared Constantine’s appearance
to that of his tetrarchic predecessors. Whereas the latter’s splendour had the same
blinding effect on viewers as looking directly into the sun, the orator alleged, Constantine did not “use terror as a veil, nor present a handsome display by hiding what usually
lies concealed from the outside or by putting off [his] appearances.”37 Too much magnificence, in other words, could create an insurmountable barrier between ruler and
subject. The use of the word “terror” (terror) is particularly striking in this context, as
it would usually be associated with tyrants, who were characterized by an intimidating
appearance – in particular an intimidating gaze. Ancient panegyric and historiography provide countless examples of cruel rulers who subjected their subjects to frightful looks.38 In Nazarius’s speech, the mounted head of the defeated tyrant Maxentius
could still inspire terror when it was displayed in a triumphal procession: “savagery
was still upon it and death itself had not conquered the menacing aspect of his dreadful brow.” In contrast, Constantine’s countenance was august, graceful, cheerful and
reflected “something venerable and lovable.”39
Yet in an earlier panegyric, the emperor had been described as a man “whose eyes
flash and whose awe-inspiring yet agreeable majesty dazzles us at the same time as it
invites our gaze.”40 Evidently, there was a fine line between the forceful, impressive
gaze of the “good” emperor and the frightening, domineering gaze of the tyrant. While
Nazarius’s description of the tetrarchs did not put them in the same category as Maxentius, his emphasis on their intimidating splendour certainly placed them at a greater
distance to the people than the lovable, cheerful Constantine, whose appearance did
not radiate “excessive brightness,” but a “serene light” that attracted onlookers.41
Some emperors did not aim to dazzle or frighten their subjects with their looks, but
chose to hide themselves from view altogether. It was these principes clausi that Pacatus

36

37
38
39
40
41

Claud. VI. cons. 55–62: optimus ille divorum; patriciasque domos privataque passim visere deposito
dignatus limina fastu. Claudian makes the point explicitly in the next lines: “Tis thus the public
love is kindled when with just humanity [cum moribus aequis] modesty bids royal state stoop to the
people.”
Pan. Lat. 4(10).5.1–3.
Hekster 2005, 158–161. See for instance Pliny’s description of Domitian, “dreadful to see and to
meet, with arrogance on his brow and fury in his eye” (Pan. 48.4–5).
Pan. Lat. 4(10).31.4: suberat adhuc saevitia et horrendae frontis minas mors ipsa non vicerat; 34.4:
venerandum quiddam et amabile.
Pan. Lat. 6(7).17.1: fulgor oculorum.
Pan. Lat. 4(10).5.4: nec intuentum iniquus fulgor retundit, sed serenum lumen invitat.
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had in mind when singing the praises of Theodosius, although in good panegyric fashion he refrained from mentioning any specific names. As he reminded his audience,
many previous rulers had “considered their royal majesty diminished and cheapened
unless they were shut up within some remote part of the palace, as if in some sanctuary
of Vesta, to be consulted with reverence and in secret.” There, they allegedly lived in
solitude and silence, “buried in the shade of their abode,” an expression suggesting a
sinister existence spent in darkness. On the rare occasions that these unnamed tyrants
came out in daylight, they travelled in closed sedan chairs and carriages, surrounded
by armed men and lictors who lashed the people aside, so that they were “isolated even
in public.”42
Evidently, the passage links imperial invisibility to inaccessibility. We find many
similar images of hidden, disconnected rulers in oratory and literature from the second
half of the fourth century onwards. What characterized these principes clausi was not
just the fact that their subjects could not interact with them, but also that they seemed
to be utterly disinterested in public affairs. Zosimus records that the secluded Honorius and Arcadius were “quite ignorant of what was happening,” leaving matters of state
to such trusted underlings as Stilicho and Rufinus. Procopius, recounting an anecdote
that may well have originated in the reign of Honorius, records how the Milan-based
emperor reacted with dismay when he heard that “Rome had perished” – but only until he realized that it was not his beloved cock Roma that had died, but the Urbs Aeterna
that had been sacked by the Goths. “But I, my good fellow, thought that my fowl Rome
had perished,” the relieved emperor told his keeper of poultry, not giving the matter
any further thought.43
Synesius railed at length against hidden emperors in the speech he allegedly held
before Arcadius, a man whom he considered a prime example of this type of ruler.
“Do you now fare better,” he inquired, “since the time when this initiation, usual with
emperors, was instituted, and since you have taken to keeping your lairs like lizards,
scarcely peeping out at all to enjoy the sun’s warmth, lest being men you should be
detected as such by men?”44 Synesius, like Pacatus, spoke in general terms, not specifying which particular rulers (other than Arcadius) he had in mind. Yet his remark
brings up an interesting point. In Synesius’s view, principes clausi were painfully aware
that they were not the godlike figures they aspired to be. As long as they remained hidden they could keep up the pretence, but as soon as they emerged from their palaces
and subjected themselves to the judging gaze of their subjects, their true colours would
become obvious. In other words, according to Synesius it was not the insurmountable
chasm between ruler and subject that kept these men away from the people, but fear
42
43
44

Pan. Lat. 2(12).21.3–4: intra domesticam umbram iacentes; ut secretum esset in publico.
Zos. 5.1.3; Procop. Vand. 1.2.25–26. See Engels (2009, 123–126) for the possibility that the anecdote
originated from the reign of Honorius.
Syn. De regno 11.5: μὴ φωραθείητε ὑπὸ τῶν ἀνθρώπων ὄντες ἄνθρωποι.
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of the fact that the people would discover that no such chasm truly existed, and that
their emperor was just a man like any other. Nevertheless, the orator advised Arcadius
not to stay hidden: “Up to this day no one has ever despised the sun, although to what
spectacle are we more accustomed? And if a king has courage to be a true one and shall
not be disproved as such, let him be the most common possession; for he will not be
the less admirable in this even if he be not the more.”45
Setting an example
Synesius’s advice brings us to a third and final aspect of imperial visibility: the emperor as a role model to his subjects. Matthew Roller has drawn attention to the crucial
role that exempla played in Roman culture, pointing out that one of the key aspects
of exemplary behaviour was the presence of an audience to witness and judge the hero’s valorous deeds.46 During the Principate, emperors and empresses became important exempla – either because their behaviour was considered remarkably virtuous or
(more often) remarkably wicked. When the emperor appeared in public, he did not
only do so to manifest his power and to allow the populus to interact with him; he
was also expected to set an example for others to follow. More so than any other person, the master of the Roman world was in the public eye, where he was constantly
scrutinized and judged. “Good” emperors were dutiful husbands and fathers, did not
overtly indulge in food, drink and sex, showed skill and courage as battle commanders,
respected the gods and were devoted to the glory of Rome, thus setting the standard
for everybody else. Even their hairstyles and dietary habits, it appears, were copied
by the upper classes.47 According to Pliny, Trajan was the very embodiment of good
behaviour and surrounded himself with equally virtuous men. Thus his subjects were
encouraged, rather than forced, to better themselves.48
Late antique emperors were held to the same high moral standard; a fact that was
intimately connected to their presence in the public sphere. Addressing Honorius on
the occasion of his fourth consulship, Claudian recalled the fatherly advice that Theodosius had allegedly given to his youngest son:
Of this too I cannot warn thee too often: remember that thou livest in the sight of the
whole world [ut te totius medio telluris in ore vivere cognoscas], to all peoples are thy deeds
known; the vices of monarchs cannot anywhere remain hid [nec posse dari regalibus usquam
secretum vitiis]. The splendour of their lofty station allows nought to be concealed; fame
45
46
47
48

Syn. De regno 13.7. Pacatus likewise compared Theodosius to the sun because of his frequent appearances; see note 35.
Roller 2004, 5.
Lendon 1997, 129–130.
Plin. Pan. 45–46.
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penetrates every hiding-place and discovers the inmost secrets of the heart. (Claud., IV.
cons. 269–275)

Hence there was no true privacy for emperors; even their most private deeds had to be
beyond reproach at all times. Paradoxically, the most powerful man in the world was
thus also the most restricted. Whenever he introduced a new law or custom, Theodosius urged his son, he should be the first to adhere to it, for “the world shapes itself after
its ruler’s pattern” and “the unstable crowd ever changes along with the prince.” Synesius agreed, remarking that perhaps the greatest gift God had bestowed on kingship was
“the power that the king holds over the soul of his subjects, … for in whatsoever the
king rejoices, this must at once increase and be adopted by the majority.”49 Both stress
the visual element in their remarks, using words like “seeing” (videre) and “showing”
(φαίνεσθαι).
Synesius felt that the emperor should above all be visible in his role as military commander. He argued that the soldiers would greatly benefit from seeing their ruler engaging in military exercise, “for he draws the eyes of all present upon him, and no one
can endure to look elsewhere when a king does anything conspicuously,” with the result that “the spectacle of a king is not a rare one to his soldiers, and his goodwill greatly
strengthens the spirit of the troops.”50 Several late antique orators urged emperors to
take up active command and lead their troops into battle – for instance Themistius,
who deemed it “appropriate for the king to command infantry, cavalry, generals and
squadron commanders.”51 In their eyes, a visible emperor was first and foremost a military active emperor, a man who displayed courage and vigour, inspired the troops and
led them to victory. In that regard, it would be hard to surpass Theodosius, who allegedly spent so much time waging war that “your countenance is almost as well known
to the barbarians as it is to us.”52
The opposite of the virtuous, visible prince was the hidden tyrant who indulged
in secret vices. As Synesius assured Arcadius, “tyrants are always doing astounding
things, concealing themselves from the public gaze.” This immediately brings the likes
of Tiberius and Domitian to mind. Elsewhere in the same speech, the orator remarked
that “whoso exploits his leadership for luxury’s sake, whoso squanders his resources
in revelling, esteeming that he must needs gratify all his desires (…) that man I call
a butcher amongst his cattle, and I declare him to be a tyrant.”53 Although the link to
invisibility is not explicitly made here, the general theme of the speech – i. e. the need
49
50
51
52
53

Claud. IV. cons. 296–302: mobile mutatur semper cum principe vulgus; Syn. De regno 21.7.
Syn. De regno 9.2: οὐδεις ἀλλαχόσε βλέπειν ἀνέχεται. Likewise, Claudian’s Theodosius urged Honorius to “ride amid thy squadrons of horse or again stand foot to foot with the infantry,” since “they
will advance the bolder for thy presence” (IV. cons. 349–351).
Them. Or. 187d. See also Claud. IV. cons. 320–352.
Pan. Lat. 2(12).22.1.
Syn. De regno 13.6; 3.9.
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for the emperor to abandon the easy life of the palace and give active leadership to his
subjects, particularly the soldiers – underlines that a secluded existence can only lead
to indolence and excess.
For many late antique orators and authors, the sealed-off, splendorous environment
of the imperial court came to be virtually synonymous with “Oriental” extravagance. It
was the domain of degenerate eunuchs who kept the emperor away from more appropriate companions like senators and high military officials.54 Ammianus Marcellinus,
recounting with grim satisfaction how Julian drove out the corrupt palace attendants
of his predecessor, remarked that “it must be admitted that the major part of those
creatures maintained a vast nursery of all the vices, to such a degree that they infected
the state with evil passions.” Eunuchs and other low-status servants thus counteracted
the good example that the emperor was supposed to set: they undermined, rather than
strengthened public morality. Perhaps even more worrying, they could undermine the
morality of the ruler himself. As the author of the Historia Augusta claimed, eunuchs
“alone cause the downfall of emperors, for they wish them to live in the manner of
foreign nations or as the kings of the Persians, and keep them well removed from the
people and from their friends.”55
Comments such as these evoke associations with the effeminate kings of the “East”
described by Diodorus and Athenaeus. According to legend, these monarchs had lived
secluded lives amidst their eunuchs and concubines, indulging in all the vices and being closer to women than to men in their appearance and behaviour.56 Interestingly,
the end of the reign of Sardanapalus, last in a long line of Assyrian “female-kings,” came
about by an act of looking: when one of his generals gained access to the palace and
laid eyes on him, he was appalled at the way Sardanapalus spent his days and decided
to revolt.57 No late antique Roman emperor is said to have had an equally contemptible lifestyle, but the association of the imperial court with eunuchs and “Oriental”
luxury inevitably had negative implications for rulers who spent too much time hiding
away in their palace. Eunapius regarded the imperial preference for leisure over warfare
as a structural problem, complaining that “our Emperors in their concern for the transient turn to pleasure, while neither pursuing nor showing interest in the immortality
which is brought by glory.” Synesius put it even more sharply in his rebuke to Arcadius:
“You rejoice only in the pleasures of the body, and the most material of these …; and
so you live the life of a polyp of the sea.” To break this regrettable pattern, there was
only one solution: the emperor should leave his golden cage and show himself in public, becoming what every good ruler should be to his people: “an accustomed sight.”58

54
55
56
57
58

For eunuchs at the late antique imperial court, see Hopkins 1963; Scholten 1995; Stevenson 1995.
Amm. Marc. 22.4.2; SHA Alex. Sev. 66.3: more gentium aut regum Persarum.
See Gambato (2000) with references to sources.
Diod. Sic. 2.24.1–5.
Syn. De regno 10.3: σύνηθες … θέαμα.
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Conclusion
As in the Principate, imperial visibility was a major concern for late antique orators
and authors. Panegyrists made great efforts to frame the visibility of the current emperor in positive terms, sometimes by contrasting him to allegedly more secluded, less
approachable rivals and predecessors. Critical authors voiced their own judgments.
Visibility and accessibility, then, remained important markers of “good” emperorship. Through public appearances, rulers could be characterized as dazzlingly majestic, easily accessible, committed to their people, morally upstanding, inspirational or
otherwise praiseworthy. However, there were right and wrong ways for emperors to
show themselves to their subjects, although contemporaries often disagreed in their
judgments. In particular, tension persisted between the splendorous displays of late
antique monarchs and the age-old ideal of the modest princeps, so that imperial luxury
and pomp could evoke praise as well as blame. On the one hand, such splendour could
be deemed fitting to express the emperor’s unparalleled majesty; on the other, it could
be taken as a sign of arrogance or falseness.
It has not been my aim to assess to what extent late antique emperors did indeed
become less visible and accessible than their counterparts from the Principate. In
whatever way we would answer this question, it is clear that panegyrists and authors
invariably criticized rulers who preferred to stay out of sight, associating them with
such condemnable traits as aloofness, disinterest, indolence and morally suspect behaviour. Evidently, the notion that the emperor should not avoid the public gaze remained highly relevant, at least in the circles of orators and literary authors. At the
same time, the emphasis that many panegyrists put on the overwhelming, rapturous
experience of actually seeing the emperor – especially in cities and towns where he did
not normally reside – betrays a growing sense that such a sight should by no means be
considered mundane or self-evident, but was a privilege. It signalled that the emperors
were wholly in control of their own image, appearing only when and if they wanted
to. Even Roma herself could only beg to catch a glimpse of her most beloved son, as
she did in Claudian’s speech, but had no more right to insist on his appearance than
anybody else. From this perspective, power did not reside in remaining unseen – but
in determining when and where to put oneself on display.
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